
Are bonds safe to invest in?

Description

If you think investing in bonds are safe, think again.

Sometimes when I'm sitting at Macs or Starbucks and there's an insurance agent (meeting their client)
nearby my seat I'll eavesdrop.

The most common product I always overhear them selling would be an investment-linked product.
#bbinvestments And their pitch will always go somewhat like this:

?: "You know it is very important to invest right? If you only save money, you are actually losing money
every year due to inflation."

?: "But I don't know how to invest! And what if I lose money?"

?: "This policy that I'm recommending you is very good. It protects you with insurance, and pools your
money into a fund of other investors to buy a mix of investments. If you're worried about money, one of
the funds I'll pick for you can be a bond fund. Bonds are very safe, like government bonds, won't lose
money one."

I'm always rolling my eyes in the background when I hear stuff like this. But I don't correct them or spoil
the sale for them la. Anyway I'm also not a financial advisor, not like I stand to earn money even if I do
so right!

I touched a little on bonds on Day268 (eh anyone knows how I can link back old posts?) but seriously
there are too many misconceptions about bonds.

I also read a lot about folks saying they invest in corporate bonds and tell their friends to go do the
same…really makes me very worried.

Now, bonds are GENERALLY a safe instrument. Government bonds, that is.

You can't measure corporate bonds by the same yardstick, but unfortunately too many people do,
because they don't understand finance.
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Another corporate bond just fell through again yesterday.

Just because bonds have been safe some 2009, does that mean they are ALL safe? No.

If you want to invest in bonds, I recommend Singapore government bonds. They're as risk-free as can
be, and there are different types to suit your investment holding period and capital allocation. I've
Dayred about this last month as well.
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You can't say the same for corporate bonds. You must always ask yourself, why is the company
borrowing from small investors like me?

Is it because they can't get a bank loan?

Why did the banks refuse to lend them?

Can they really pay me back the money?

Or will it be another case of the company paying you the high interest rate coupon for a few months,
and then default on the entire loan later on?

If you buy $200,000 of bonds like the Swiber case, even 5%of interest for a few months / years is not
enough to make up for your entire capital loss of $200k later.

I've mostly avoided corporate bonds so far, because a lot of the ones I've seen are dubious.
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Ooh just saw this article that DollarsandSense republished from my blog ?

I really hope more people read these and learn how to protect their hard earned money #dayresavings
#dayreinvestments
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Just had a celebratory dinner and decided to buy this for N's mother who loves sweet stuff like me!
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I can't wait to try these out! ? bought all these at 6 for $8 when it is originally $2.90 for one, crazy good
deal because the shops were closing for the day ?

On another note, finally settled my wedding hair and makeup artist, as well as my food menu for the
actual day!

I'm quite excited because the food looks and sounds so yummy?!? We are even creating live stations
so that our guests can be pampered by the chefs on site.

The dessert table also looks and sounds so amazing! I can't wait to see all the macaroons and the
other sweets! Feels a bit sad that as the bride I probably won't get to eat a lot on the actual day but at
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least the guests will!

Going with a Korean look and natural feel for our wedding! Can't wait to see how it spans out, but
photos will probably only be ready at the end of the year.
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